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The recently renovated Pentimento, located in New York's
exclusive moneyed enclave of Tuxedo Park, is no ordinary
estate. Strange secrets have been ingeniously built into its
fountains, frescoes, statues, and architecture--clues to a
bizarre mystery that is first brought to light when the owner
commits suicide during a lavish gala.Eliza Blake, co-anchor of
the popular morning television show KEY to America, is present
when the party is cut short by the host's sudden, macabre
death--and she's the first to discover that Pentimento is a giant
"puzzle house." But each piece is leading Eliza and her KEY
News colleagues--producer Annabelle Murphy, cameraman B.
J. D'Elia, and psychiatrist Margo Gonzalez--deeper into
darkness, toward a killer who believes that some puzzles must
never be solved. And it soon becomes shockingly clear that no
amount of wealth or privilege can keep the residents of Tuxedo
Park safe . . . and alive.
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It in a single of my personal favorite pdf. It is one of the most awesome pdf we have read. I found out this book from
my dad and i suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Dr . K a elyn Pfa nner still V-- Dr . K a elyn Pfa nner still V

This composed book is great. It really is basic but surprises from the fi y percent from the publication. Your way of life
period is going to be convert when you total looking at this publication.
-- Ta nya  B er nier-- Ta nya  B er nier
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